
NP750XEE/NP750XED 

Latest 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processor

39.62 cm* FHD LED display, Anti-glare

8GB | 16GB LPDDR4x RAM

256GB | 512GB

54 Wh^

Silver Graphite
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Images simulated. For representational purposes only. Colours as per the availability. Intel Core are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. *Display size is measured diagonally, actual viewable area is less 
due to rounded corners and the camera hole. ^Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated 
minimum capacity is 54Wh.



Images simulated. For representational purpose only. ^Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core and Intel Arc are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. *Display size is measured diagonally, actual viewable area is
less due to rounded corners and the camera hole.

Truly immersive and vivid1

Exceptional processing power2

A wide 39.62cm* FHD LED display with anti-glare, framed in a sleek aluminium body 
delivering style and durability.

The latest 12th Gen Intel® Core™ and Intel® Arc™ discreet graphics processor^ 
delivers next level robust performance.
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Images simulated. For representational purpose only. *Dolby Atmos sound is developed by Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. Dolby Atmos is the trademark/ registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing
Corporation. Windows is a trademark/ registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Fast, expandable storage3

Intelligent video calling4

Experience fast storage with a powerful SSD drive. Expand it up to 1TB, whenever you 
need more space.

Sound and look your best during video calls supported by HD camera, Dolby Atmos*, 
dual mic and Auto framing.



Images simulated. For representational purpose only. *Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960 standard.
Rated minimum capacity is 54Wh.

Non-stop work and play 5

Plug into eight ports6

A long-lasting 54 Wh battery* and a charger to keep your laptop powered up for longer.

Use a wide range of storage devices and peripherals, without having to carry an extra 
multi-cable.
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Seamless Galaxy ecosystem experience7

Let your Galaxy devices work together effortlessly and sync perfectly with your 
on-the-move lifestyle*.

What's on your phone, now on your PC

Enable your mobile apps to Galaxy Book2 with Link to Windows#. Enjoy a seamless 
inter-device experience for ultimate convenience.

Share seamlessly1

Duplicate or extend instantly by connecting 
your Galaxy Book2 with a Galaxy Tab 
wirelessly to add a second screen^.

The Quick Share feature conveniently 
sends files wirelessly across Samsung 
Galaxy devices. Private Share allows to 
encrypt files using blockchain 
technology. 

Multiply productivity with
double screen

Images simulated. *Galaxy Tab S8, Galaxy S22 Ultra, Galaxy Watch4, Galaxy Buds2 and S Pen shown are sold separately. ^Second screen is available on selected Galaxy Tablet models only, including Galaxy Tab S7, S7+, S7 
FE, S8, S8+ and S8 Ultra. Samsung Multi Control requires updated tablets with One UI 4.1 or higher versions and works on Galaxy Book series devices released in 2021 or later with either Samsung Settings v1.5 (Intel) or 
Samsung Settings v3.3 (ARM). 1. Quick Share available on Galaxy device with One UI 2.1 or later versions installed, and uses Bluetooth Low Energy and Wi-Fi. #Link to Windows - Your Phone app Users must link their 
Samsung Galaxy device to their Windows PC through ‘Link to Windows’ on phone and Your Phone App on PC and follow the set-up prompts, including being signed into the same Microsoft account. Windows is a 
trademark/ registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation



8 Bixby* and SmartThings
Use smart voice command to ask Bixby about anything you want to know. You even 
have an option to control SmartThings-compatible devices from your PC. 

Smart Switch and Single Sign-On9

Galaxy Book Smart Switch^ transfers your files and settings from your old device and 
Single Sign-On# gets you into your Galaxy Ecosystem with just one log-in.

Images simulated. For representational purpose only. Colours as per the availability. *All Galaxy  devices must be registered with SmartThings to receive smart notifications. Bixby is limited to selected languages and 
certain accents/dialects. ^Availability of Galaxy Book Smart Switch may vary depending on OS, and the transferable files are informed during program execution. #Single Sign-On works on apps including Quick Share, 
SmartThings, Bixby, Samsung Bluetooth Sync, Samsung Multi Control, Samsung Notes and Samsung Gallery.
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